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Abstra t
The general goal of data mining is to extra t interesting orrelated information from large
olle tion of data. A key omputationally-intensive subproblem of data mining involves nding
frequent sets in order to help mine asso iation rules for market basket analysis. Given a bag
of sets and a probability, the frequent set problem is to determine whi h subsets o ur in the
bag with some minimum probability. This paper provides a onvin ing appli ation of program
al ulation in the derivation of a new and fast algorithm for this pra ti al problem. Beginning
with a simple but ineÆ ient spe i ation expressed in a fun tional language, the new algorithm
is al ulated in a systemati manner from the spe i ation by applying a sequen e of known
al ulation te hniques.

Keywords: Program Transformation/Cal ulation, Fun tional Programming, Frequent Set
Problem, Data Mining, Algorithm Derivation.

1 Introdu tion
Program derivation has enjoyed onsiderable interests over the past two de ades. Early work
on entrated on deriving programs in imperative languages, su h as Dijkstra's Guarded Command
Language, but nowadays fun tional languages are in reasing popular as they o er a number of
advantages over imperative ones.



Fun tional languages are so abstra t that they an express the spe i ations of problems in
a more on ise way than imperative languages, resulting in programs that are shorter and
easier to understand.



Fun tional programs an be onstru ted, manipulated, and reasoned about, like any other
kind of mathemati s, using more or less familiar known algebrai laws.



Fun tional languages an often be used to express both lear spe i ation and its eÆ ient
solution, so the derivation an be arried out within a single formalism. In ontrast, the
derivation for imperative languages often rely on a separate (predi ate) al ulus for apturing
both spe i ation and program properties.
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Su h derivation in a single formalism is often alled program al ulation [Bir89, BdM96℄, as
opposed to simply program derivation. Many attempts have been made to apply the program
al ulation for the derivation of various kinds of eÆ ient programs [Jeu93℄, and for the onstru tion
of optimization passes of ompilers [GLJ93, OHIT97℄. However, people are still expe ting more
onvin ing and pra ti al appli ations where program al ulation an give a better result, while
other approa hes ould falter.
This paper aims to illustrate a pra ti al appli ation of program al ulation, by deriving a new
algorithm to solve the problem for nding frequent sets - an important building blo k for derivation
of asso iation rules [AIS93, AS94, Mue95, MT96, ZPOL97a, Zak99℄ whi h is important for market
basket analysis. In this problem, we are given a set of items and a large olle tion of transa tions
whi h are essentially subsets of these items. The task is to nd all sets of items that o ur in the
transa tions frequently enough - ex eeding a given threshold. More on rete explanation of the
problem an be found in Se tion 2.
The most well-known lassi al algorithm for nding frequent set is the Apriori algorithm [AIS93,
AS94℄ (from whi h many improved versions have been proposed) whi h relies on the property that
a set an only be frequent if and only if all of its subsets are frequent. This algorithm builds the
frequent sets in a level-wise fashion. Firstly, it ounts all the 1-item sets (sets with a single item),
and identi es those ounts whi h ex eed the threshold, as frequent 1-item sets. Then it ombines
these to form andidate (potentially frequent) 2-item sets, ounts them in order to determine the
frequent 2-item sets. The ounting pro ess will re-traverse the entire database and needs to he k
ea h transa tion against the andidate 2-item sets. It ontinues by ombining the frequent 2-item
sets to form andidate 3-item sets, ounting them before determining whi h are the frequent 3-item
sets, and so forth. The Apriori algorithm stops when there are no more frequent n-set found.
Two important fa tors, whi h govern the performan e of this algorithm, are the number of
passes made over the transa tions, and the eÆ ien y of ea h of these passes.



The database that re ords all transa tions is likely to be very large, so it is often bene ial
for as mu h information to be dis overed from ea h pass, so as to redu e the total number
of passes [BMUT97℄.



In ea h pass, we hope that ounting an be done eÆ iently and less andidates are generated
for later he k. This has led to the studies of di erent pruning algorithms as in [Toi96, LK98℄.

Two essential questions arise; what is the least number of passes for nding all frequent sets,
and ould we generate andidates that are so ne essary that they will not be pruned later? Current
resear hes in data mining, as far as we are aware, have not adequately address both these issues
in a formal way. Instead, most of them have been fo using on the improvement of the Apriori
algorithm. Two ni e survey papers an be found in [Mue95, Zak99℄.
We shall show that program al ulation indeed provides us with a ni e framework to examine
into these pra ti al issues for data mining appli ation. In this framework, we an start with a
straightforward fun tional program that solve the problem. This initial program may be terribly
ineÆ ient or pra ti ally infeasible. We then try to improve it by applying a sequen e of (standard)
al ulations su h as fusion, tabulation, and a umulation, to redu e the number of passes and
to avoid generating unne essary andidates. As will be shown later in this paper, our program
al ulation an yield a new algorithm for nding frequent sets, whi h uses only a single pass of
the database, while generating only ne essary andidates during exe ution. Furthermore, the new
algorithm is guaranteed to be orre t with respe t to the initial straightforward program due to
our use of orre tness-preserving al ulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by giving a straightforward fun tional
program for nding frequent sets in Se tion 2. We then go to apply the known al ulation te hniques of fusion, a umulation, base- ase lter promotion te hnique and tabulation to the initial
fun tional program to derive an eÆ ient program in Se tion 3. Dis ussion on the features and
implementation issues of our derived algorithm are given in Se tion 4. Se tion 5 on ludes the
paper.
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2 Spe i ation
Within the area of data mining, the problem of deriving asso iations from data has re eived
onsiderable attention [AIS93, AS94, Mue95, Toi96, BMUT97, ZPOL97a, ZPOL97b, Zak99℄, and
is often referred to as the \market-basket" problem. One ommon formulation of this problem is
nding asso iation rules whi h are based on support and on den e. The support of an itemset
(a set of items) I is the fra tion of transa tions that the itemset o urs in (is a subset of). An
itemset is alled frequent if its support ex eeds a given threshold  . An asso iation rule is written
as I ! J where I and J are itemsets. The on den e of the rule is the fra tion of the transa tion
I that also ontains J . For the asso iation rule I ! J to hold, I [ J must be frequent and the
on den e of rule must ex eed a given on den e threshold, . Two important steps for mining
asso iation rules are thus:




Find frequent itemsets for a given support threshold,  .
Constru t rules that ex eed the on den e threshold, , from the frequent itemsets.

Of these two steps, nding frequent sets is the more omputationally-intensive subproblem,
and have re eived the lion share of data mining ommunity's attention. Let us now formalize a
spe i ation for this important subproblem.
Suppose that a shop has re orded the set of obje ts (items) pur hased by ea h ustomer on
ea h visit (transa tion). The problem of nding frequent sets is to ompute all subsets of obje ts
that appear frequently in ustomers' visits with respe t to a spe i threshold. As an example,
suppose a shop has the following obje t set:

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g
and the shop re orded the following ustomers' visits:

f1; 2; 3; 4; 7g
f1; 2; 5; 6g
f2; 9g
f1; 2; 8g
f5; 7g

visit 1:
visit 2:
visit 3:
visit 4:
visit 5:

We an see that 1 and 2 appear together in three out of the ve visits. Therefore we say that the
subset f1; 2g has frequen y ratio of 0:6. If we set the frequen y ratio threshold to be 0:3, then we
know that the sets of
f1g, f2g, f5g, f7g and f1; 2g
pass this threshold, and thus they should be returned as the result of our frequent set omputation.
To simplify our presentation, we impose some assumption on the three inputs, namely obje t
set os, ustomers' visits vss, and threshold least. We shall represent the obje ts of interest using
an ordered list of integers without dupli ated elements, e.g.,
os = [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11℄

and represent ustomers' pur hasing visits by a list of the sublists of os, e.g.,
vss = [[1; 2; 3; 4; 7℄; [1; 2; 5; 6℄; [2; 9℄; [1; 2; 8℄; [5; 7℄℄:

Furthermore, for threshold, we will use an integer, e.g.,
least = 3

to denote the least number of appearan es in the ustomers' visits, rather than using a probability
ratio.
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Now we an solve the frequent set problem straightforwardly by the following pseudo Haskell
program1
fs
:: [Int℄ ! [[Int℄℄ ! Int ! f[Int℄g
f s os vss least = (f sp vss least) / (subs os):
It onsists of two passes that an be read as follows.
1. First, we use subs to enumerate all the sublists of the obje t list os, where subs an be de ned
by
subs
:: [a℄ ! f[a℄g
subs [ ℄
= f[ ℄g
subs (x : xs) = subs xs [ (x :)  subs xs:

We use the in x  to denote the map fun tion on sets: f  s means to apply the fun tion
f to ea h element of the set s. Similar to the map fun tion on lists [Bir89℄, it satis es the
so- alled map-distributivity property (we use Æ to denote fun tion omposition):
(f ) Æ (g ) = (f Æ g )  :

2. Then, we use the predi ate f sp to lter the generated sublists to keep only those that appear
frequently (ex eeding the threshold least) in ustomers' visits vss. Su h f sp an be easily
de ned by
f sp
:: [[Int℄℄ ! Int ! [Int℄ ! Bool
f sp vss least ys = #((ys ) / vss)  least
Note that for ease of program manipulation, we use the shorten notation: # to denote the
fun tion length whi h omputes the number of elements of a set, and / to denote the lter
operator on set: p / s produ es a new set whose elements are all from the set s but satisfy
the predi ate p. The lter operator enjoys the lter-map property (that is ommonly used
in program derivation e.g. [Bir84℄):
(p/) Æ ((x :)) = ((x :)) Æ ((p Æ (x :))/)

(1)

and the lter-pipeline property:
(p/)
In addition, xs



Æ

(q/) = (x:(p x

^

q x)) / :

(2)

ys is true if xs is a sublist (i.e., subset) of ys, and false otherwise:

[ ℄  ys
= T rue
(x : xs)  ys = xs  ys

^ x 2 ys:

So mu h for our spe i ation program whi h is simple, straightforward, and easy to understand.
No attention has been paid to eÆ ien y or to implementation details. In fa t, this initial fun tional
program is pra ti ally infeasible for all but the very small obje t set, be ause the sear h spa e of
potential frequent sets onsists of 2#os sublists.

3 Derivation
We shall demonstrate how the exponential sear h spa e of our initial on ise program an be
redu ed dramati ally via program al ulation. Spe i ally, we will derive an eÆ ient program for
nding frequent sets from the spe i ation
f s os vss least = (f sp vss least) / (subs os)
1 We assume that the readers are familiar with the Haskell language [Bir98℄ in this paper. In addition, we say
that our Haskell programs are \pseudo" in the sense that they in lude some additional notations for sets.
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by using the known al ulation te hniques of fusion [Chi92℄, generalization (a umulation) [Bir84,
HIT99℄, base- ase lter promotion [Chi90℄, and tabulation [Bir80, CH95℄.
Our derivation strategy is rather standard for program optimization and an be summarized as
follows. First, we eliminate as mu h unne essary intermediate data stru tures as possible by fusion
of omposition of re ursive fun tions into a single re ursion fun tion. Then, we reuse ne essary
intermediate data stru tures by generalization, and we lter out unne essary re ursive alls by
base- ase lter promotion transformation. Finally, we reuse partial results to produ e the whole
result by tabulation transformation.

3.1 Fusion

Fusion [Chi92℄ is used to merge two passes (from nested re ursive alls) into a single one, by
eliminating intermediate the data stru ture passing between the two passes. Noti e that our f s
has two passes, and the intermediate data stru ture is huge ontaining all the sublists of os. We
shall apply the fusion al ulation to eliminate this huge intermediate data stru ture by the following
al ulation via an indu tion on os.
f s [ ℄ vss least
f def. of f s g
(f sp vss least) / (subs [ ℄)
f def. of subs g
(f sp vss least) / f[ ℄g
f def. of / and f sp g
if #(([ ℄ ) / vss)  least then f[ ℄g else f g
f def. of  g
if #((ys:T rue) / vss)  least then f[ ℄g else
f simpli ation g
if #vss  least then f[ ℄g else f g

=
=
=
=
=
And
=
=
=
=
=

fg

f s (o : os) vss least
f def. of f s g
(f sp vss least) / (subs (o : os))
f def. of subs g
(f sp vss least) / (subs os [ (o :)  (subs os))
f def. of / g
(f sp vss least) / (subs os) [
(f sp vss least) / ((o :)  (subs os))
f eq. (1) g
(f sp vss least) / (subs os) [
(o :)  ((f sp vss least Æ (o :)) / (subs os))
f eq. (3) later g
(f sp vss least) / (subs os) [
(o :)  ((f sp ((o 2) / vss) least) / (subs os))

To omplete the above al ulation, we need to show that
f sp vss least Æ (o :) = f sp ((o 2) / vss) least:
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(3)

This an be easily proved by the following al ulation.
=
=
=
=
=

f sp vss least Æ (o :)
f def. of f sp g
(ys:(#((ys ) / vss)  least)) Æ (o :)
f fun tion omposition g
ys:(#(((o : ys) ) / vss)  least)
f def. of  g
ys:(#((xs:(ys  xs ^ o 2 xs)) / vss)  least)
f eq. (2) g
ys:(#((ys ) / ((o 2) / vss))  least)
f def. of f sp g
f sp ((o 2) / vss) least

To summarize, we have obtained the following program, in whi h the intermediate result used
to onne t the two passes have been eliminated; many unne essary subsets produ ed by subs have
been removed.
f s [ ℄ vss least
= if #vss  least then f[ ℄g else f g
f s (o : os) vss least = f s os vss least [
(o :)(f s os ((o 2) / vss) least)

The bene ts of our fusion optimization an be ompared to the te hnique of pass-bundling
[Mue95℄ whi h is used to eliminate some unne essary andidates that end up infrequent in the
partitioned parallel asso iation rule algorithm. Compared to that in [Mue95℄, our study is more
formal and general.

3.2 Generalization/A umulation

Noti e that the underlined part in the above program for insert o to every element of a list will be
rather expensive if the the list onsists of a large number of elements. Fortunately, this ould be
improved by introdu ing an a umulating parameter in mu h the same spirit as [Bir84, HIT99℄.
To this end, we generalize f s to f s , by introdu ing an a umulating parameter as follows.
0

f s0 os vss least r = (r ++ )  (f s os vss least)

And learly we have

f s os vss least = f s0 os vss least [ ℄:

Cal ulating the de nition for f s is easy by indu tion on os, and thus we omit the detailed
derivation. The end result is as follows.
0

f s0 [ ℄ vss least r
= if #vss  least then frg else f g
f s0 (o : os) vss least r = f s0 os vss least r [
f s0 os ((o 2) / vss) least (r ++ [o℄)

The a umulation transformation has su essfully turned an expensive map operator of (o :)
into a simple operation that just appends o to r. In addition, we have got a ni e side-e e t from
the a umulation transformation in that f s is de ned in an almost tail re ursive form, in the sense
that ea h re ursive all produ es independent part of the resulting list. This kind of re ursive form
is used by the base- ase lter promotion te hnique of [Chi90℄.
0

3.3 Base- ase Filter Promotion

From the se ond equation (indu tive ase) of f s , we an see that omputation of
0

f s0 os vss least r
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still needs 2#os re ursive alls to (f s [ ℄ : : :) after re ursive expansion. In fa t, not all these
re ursive alls are ne essary for omputing the nal result, be ause the rst equation (base ase)
of f s shows that those re ursive alls of f s [ ℄ vss least r will not ontribute to the nal result if
0

0

0

#vss < least:
The base- ase lter promotion [Chi90℄ says that the base ase ondition ould be promoted to
be a ondition for the re ursive alls, whi h is very helpful in pruning unne essary re ursive alls.
Applying the base- ase lter promotion al ulation gives the following program:
f s0 [ ℄ vss least r
= if #vss  least then frg else f g
f s0 (o : os) vss least r = (if #vss  least
then f s0 os vss least r else f g) [
(if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then f s0 os ((o 2) / vss) least (r ++ [o℄)

else f g)

and a ordingly f s hanges to
f s os vss least = if #vss  least then f s0 os vss least [ ℄ else

f g:

Now propagating the ondition of #vss  least ba kwards from the initial all of f s to its re ursive
alls, we obtain
0

f s0 [ ℄ vss least r
= frg
f s0 (o : os) vss least r = f s0 os vss least r [
(if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then f s0 os ((o 2) / vss) least (r ++ [o℄)

else f g)

in whi h any re ursive all f s os vss least r that does not meet the ondition of #vss
would be sele tively pruned.
0

 least

3.4 Tabulation

Although mu h improvement has been a hieved through fusion, a umulation, and base- ase lter
promotion, there still remains a sour e of serious ineÆ ien y be ause the indu tive parameter os
is traversed multiple times by f s . We want to share some omputation among all re ursive alls
to f s , by using the tabulation al ulation [Bir80, CH95℄.
0

0

3.4.1

Tree Stru ture with Invariants

The purpose of our tabulation al ulation is to exploit the relationship among re ursive alls to
f s so that their omputation ould be shared. The diÆ ulty in su h tabulation is to determine
whi h values should be tabulated and how these values are organized.
Taking a lose look at the derived de nition for f s :
0

0

f s0 (o : os) vss least r = f s0 os vss least r [
(if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then f s0 os ((o 2) / vss) least (r ++ [o℄)

(4)

else f g)

we an see dependen y of the se ond and the fourth arguments of f s among the left and the right
re ursive alls to f s , as indi ated by the underlined parts. Moreover these two arguments will be
used to produ e the nal result, a ording to the base ase de nition of f s . This hints us to keep
(memoize) all ne essary intermediate results of the se ond and the fourth parameters:
0

0

0

(r1 ; vss1 ); (r2 ; vss2 ); : : : :
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A ording to base- ase lter promotion, ea h element (ri ; vssi ) should meet the invariant I1 :
#vssi  least:

We ould store all these pairs using a list. But a loser look at the se ond equation of f s
reveals that along with the extension of r, the orresponding number of vss de reases with ea h
ltering. More pre isely, for any two intermediate results of (ri ; vssi ) and (rj ; vssj ), ri  rj implies
vssj  vssi . An ideal way to make this relation expli it is to use a latti e (sort of graph), but
graph manipulation would ompli ate the later derivation. Instead, we hoose the following tree
data stru ture for memoization:
0

T ree = Node ([Int℄; [[Int℄℄) [T ree℄

where ea h node, tagged with a pair storing (ri ; vssi ), an have any number of hildren. Two tree
invariants are introdu ed to express the above relation:
1. The invariant I2 for parent- hildren: If the node (ri ; vssi ) is an an estor of the node (rj ; vssj ),
then ri  rj and vssj  vssi .

2. The invariant I3 for siblings: For any node I : (ri ; vssi ) having a hild Ci : (r i ; vss i ), there
must exist a node J : (rj ; vssj ) whi h is a right sibling of I , su h that rj  r i .

The invariant I3 is desired to allow trees to express shareness in latti e graphs while retaining the
property that there is no same r appearing in di erent tree nodes. For example, in tree (a) of
Figure 3, sin e f[1; 2℄; : : :g is a hild of f[1℄; : : :g, we expe ted a sibling f[2℄; : : :g that will also be a
frequent set in the tree. This invariant relationship an be used for further pruning.
3.4.2

Tabulation Transformation

To apply the tabulation al ulation to f s , we de ne tab on tabulation tree to glue all possible
re ursive alls to f s in Equation (4):
0

0

tab os least (Node (r; vss) ts) = f s0 os vss least r [
attenMap (tab os least) ts

(5)

where list x to get a set as the result, and then merge all resulting sets. It is de ned by
attenMap f = f oldr ([) f g Æ f  : For the sake of later al ulation, we note below several
simple algebrai properties about attenMap and tab.
attenMap (f Æ g ) = attenMap f Æ g 
attenMap f (xs ++ [x℄) = f x [ attenMap f xs
f s0 os vss least r = tab os least (Node (r; vss) [ ℄):

(6)
(7)
(8)

In addition, tab enjoys the property:
tab (o : os) least t = tab os least t

(9)

provided that for any node (r; vss) in t, #((o 2) / vss) < least holds. This follows dire tly from
the de nition of f s .
Now we hope to synthesize a new de nition that de nes tab indu tively on os while os is
traversed only on e (it is now traversed by both f s and tab). To this end, we make use of the
tri k in [Bir84℄, and de ne tab by
0

0

tab [ ℄ least t = sele t least t
tab (o : os) least t = tab os least (add o least t):

(10)
(11)

In the ase where os is empty, tab uses sele t to ompute the result from the tree t; otherwise, tab
uses add to update the tree t. Here sele t and add are two newly introdu ed fun tions that are to
be al ulated.
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We an synthesize sele t by the following al ulation.
tab [ ℄ least (Node (r; vss) ts)
f eq. (5), we also know #vss  least from inv. I1 g
f s0 [ ℄ vss least r [ attenMap (tab [ ℄ least) ts
=
f def. of f s0 , #vss  least (above) g
frg [ attenMap (tab [ ℄ least) ts
=
f eq. (10) g
frg [ attenMap (sele t least) ts

=

We then mat h it with Equation (10) and get:
sele t least (Node (r; vss) ts) =

frg [

attenMap (sele t least) ts:

The de nition of add an be inferred in a similar fashion.
tab (o : os) least (Node (r; vss) ts)
=
f eq. (5) g
f s (o : os) vss least r [ attenMap (tab (o : os) least) ts
=
f def. of f s , if property g
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then f s os vss least r [ f s os ((o 2) / vss) least (r ++ [o℄) [
attenMap (tab (o : os) least) ts
else f s os vss least r [ attenMap (tab (o : os) least) ts
=
f eqs. (8) and (9) g
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then f s os vss least r [ tab os least (Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄) [
attenMap (tab (o : os) least) ts
else f s os vss least r [ attenMap (tab os least) ts
=
f eqs. (11) and (6) g
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then f s os vss least r [ tab os least (Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄) [
attenMap (tab os least) ((add o least)  ts)
else f s os vss least r [ attenMap (tab os least) ts
=
f eq. (7) g
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then f s os vss least r [
attenMap (tab os least) ((add o least)  ts ++ [Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄℄)
else f s os vss least r [ attenMap (tab os least) ts
=
f eq. (5), keeping invariants g
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then tab os least (Node (r; vss) ((add o least)  ts ++ [Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄℄)
else tab os least (Node (r; vss) ts)
=
f if property g
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

tab os least
(if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then Node (r; vss) ((add o least)  ts ++ [Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄℄)
else Node (r; vss) ts)

Therefore, we obtain:
add o least (Node (r; vss) ts) =
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then Node (r; vss) ((add o least)  ts ++ [Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄℄)
else Node (r; vss) ts:

Comparing the two programs before and after tabulation al ulation, we an see that the latter
is more eÆ ient in that it shares the omputation for he king the invariant I1 onditions; when
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an obje t o is added to the tree, it he ks from the root and if it fails at a node, it does not he k
its des endants due to the invariant I2 .
Further improvement an be made on the underlined part above by making use of the invariant
I3 . Let ti and tj be two sibling trees where ti is on the left of tj (i.e., i < j ), let I : (ri ; vssi ) and
J : (rj ; vssj ) be the root nodes of ti and tj respe tively, and let Ci : (r i ; vss i ) be I 's hild. With
the assumption of rj  r i , the invariant I3 implies that if an obje t (item) o an be added to
Ci (to make a larger frequent set), it must be able to be added to J . In other words, if o annot
be added to J , it annot be added to Ci . Therefore, rather than applying add o least to ea h
sibling tree independently, we would be better to do it from right to left. We thus introdu e a new
fun tion:
add o least ts = (add o least)  ts
(12)
and we take a ount of the invariant I3 to derive an eÆ ient de nition for add by the following
al ulation.
add o least ((Node (r; vss) ts) : ts )
=
f eq. (12) g
(add o least)  ((Node (r; vss) ts) : ts )
=
f  g
add o least (Node (r; vss) ts) : (add o least)  ts
=
f eq. (12) g
add o least (Node (r; vss) ts) : add o least ts
=
f def. of add g
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then Node (r; vss) ((add o least)  ts ++ [Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄℄) : add o least ts
else Node (r; vss) ts : add o least ts
=
f inv. I3 g
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then Node (r; vss) (pAdd  ts ++ [Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄℄) : add o least ts
else Node (r; vss) ts : add o least ts
where pAdd tree(Node (r; vss) ts)
j or [ r  r j (r ; vss ) root  ts ; #((o 2) / vss ) < least℄ = tree
j otherwise = add o least tree
=
f inv. I1 implies r  r  last r = last r g
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then Node (r; vss) (pAdd  ts ++ [Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄℄) : add o least ts
else Node (r; vss) ts : add o least ts
where pAdd tree(Node (r; vss) ts)
j or [ last r = last r j (r ; vss ) root  ts ; #((o 2) / vss ) < least℄ = tree
j otherwise = add o least tree
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Here root returns the root of a tree and last returns the last element of a list. Noti e the important
role of lazy evaluation for omputing the above expression, where any subexpression will not be
omputed until its result is ne essary.
So mu h for the derivation. Now putting all together, we get the nal algorithm in Figure 1.
We leave an informal explanation of the algorithm later in Se tion 4.1.

4 Features of the New Algorithm
We shall larify several features of the derived algorithm, namely orre tness, simpli ity, eÆ ien y
and inherited parallelism, and highlight how to adapt the algorithm to pra ti al use.

4.1 Corre tness

The orre tness of the derived algorithm follows dire tly from the basi property of program alulation. Our derived algorithm is orre t with respe t to the initial straightforward spe i ation,
10

f s os vss least
f s0 os vss least r
tab [ ℄ least t
tab (o : os) least t

=
=
=
=

f s0 os vss least [ ℄
tab os least (Node (r; vss) [ ℄)
sele t least t
tab os least (add o least t)

where

sele t least (Node (r; vss) ts) = frg

[

attenMap (sele t least) ts

add o least t = add0 o least [t℄
add0 o least ((Node (r; vss) ts) : ts0 ) =
if #((o 2) / vss)  least
then Node (r; vss) (pAdd  ts ++ [Node (r ++ [o℄; (o 2) / vss) [ ℄℄) : add0 o least ts0
else Node (r; vss) ts : add0 o least ts0
where pAdd tree(Node (r; vss) ts)
j or [ last r0 = last r j (r0 ; vss0 ) root  ts0 ; #((o 2) / vss0 ) < least℄ = tree
j otherwise = add o least tree

Figure 1: Our Algorithm for Finding Frequent Sets
be ause the whole derivation is done in a semanti s-preserving manner. In ontrast, the orre tness
of existing algorithms, well summarized in [Mue95, Toi96, Zak99℄, are often proved in an ad-ho
manner.
Figure 1 summarizes the algorithm formally des ribed in Haskell. It is of high level, and eÆ ient
implementation of the algorithm requires more re nement parti ularly on the design of suitable
data stru tures (Se tion 4.5). As seen in Figure 1, the most ostly but important omputation in
our algorithm is (o 2) /vss, so to implement this omputation eÆ iently, we may impose restri tion
that the database is organized item by item rather than transa tion by transa tion.
To help readers to see more learly the new features of our algorithm in this se tion, we
brie y explain the derived algorithm in an informal way, using the example in Se tion 2. For
eÆ ient implementation of (o 2) / vss, we assume that the input to our algorithm may is a verti al
representation of the ustomers' transa tions (visits):

f1; 2; 4g
f1; 2; 3; 4g
f1g
f1g
f2; 5g
f2g
f1; 5g
f4g
f3g
fg
fg

item 1 :
item 2 :
item 3 :
item 4 :
item 5 :
item 6 :
item 7 :
item 8 :
item 9 :
item 10 :
item 11 :

whi h will be s anned item by item. Here, asso iated with ea h item is a set of visits (visit numbers)
during whi h ustomers pur hased the item.
The tabulation tree is basi ally for saving intermediate resulting frequent sets. It starts from
a tree with a single node tagged with (f g; f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g): Ea h node in the tree is
tagged with a pair, whose rst omponent is a frequent set and whose se ond omponent is a set
of visits where the frequent set appears.
The tree is then updated sequentially by attempting to add item 1 till 11 to the tree from
the root, orresponding to the add fun tion in Figure 1. This pro ess is shown in Figure 2.
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(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})

(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})

(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})
ADD 1

ADD 2
({1},{1,2,4})

({2},{1,2,3})

({1},{1,2,4})

({1,2},{1,2})

ADD 3

(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})

(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})
ADD 5

({1},{1,2,4})

({1,2},{1,2})

({2},{1,2,3})

({5},{2,5})

({2},{1,2,3})

({1},{1,2,4})

(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})
ADD 4

({1,2},{1,2})

({2},{1,2,3})

({1},{1,2,4})

({1,2},{1,2})

ADD 6

ADD 7

ADD 8,9,10,11
({1},{1,2,4})

({1},{1,2,4})

({1},{1,2,4})

({1,2},{1,2})

(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})

(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})

(_, {1,2,3,4,5,5,6,7,8,10,11})

({2},{1,2,3})

({5},{2,5})

({1,2},{1,2})

({2},{1,2,3})

({5},{2,5}) ({7},{1,5})

({1,2},{1,2})

({2},{1,2,3})

({5},{2,5}) ({7},{1,5})

Figure 2: Sequen e of the Tree Updating for Adding Item 1 to 11
Item 1 is tested for addition from the root of the tree, and the set interse tion operation on
f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g and f1; 2; 4g gives f1; 2; 4g, indi ating that it an be pla ed as a hild
of the root. Item 2 is next added as the rightmost hild of the root as item 1 does, and it is
further tested for being added to the left sibling trees and is nally pla ed as a hild of the node
(f1g; f1; 2; 4g). Note that s anning sibling trees leftwards is important in redu ing sear hing spa e
in our algorithm. Item 3 is not frequent, so adding operation stops leading to no hange of the
tree. Same thing happens for item 4. Item 5 is pla ed as the rightmost hild of the root, but it fails
to be further added to the left sibling trees. Other items are added similarly. The important point
of this algorithm is that if an item annot be added to a node, say N , (to form a larger frequent
set) then it will neither be added to any hild of N , as in the ase of adding item 3, nor will it be
added to any of N 's left sibling nodes' hildren with larger frequent set than that of N , as in the
ase of adding item 5 where from the fa t that it annot be added to the node (f2g; f1; 2; 3g) we
know that it annot be added to (f1; 2g; f1; 2g), a hild of its left sibling node (f1g; f1; 2; 3g).
After a single s an of all items, our frequent sets appear as the rst omponents at the tree
nodes: f1g, f2g, f5g, f7g and f1; 2g .

4.2 Simpli ity

Our derived algorithm is surprisingly simple , ompared to many existing algorithms whi h pass over
the database many times and use ompli ated and ostly manipulation (generating and pruning)
of andidates of frequent sets [AIS93, AS94, Mue95, Toi96, BMUT97℄. A major di eren e is that
our algorithm traverses the database verti ally (i.e., item by item) with a single pass while most
of the traditional algorithms like the Apriori Algorithm traverse the database horizontally (i.e.,
transa tion by transa tion) with multiple passes.
It is interesting to see that newer data mining algorithms by Zaki [Zaki99℄ and his olleagues
[ZPOL97,ZPOL97b℄ have largely adopted a similar idea of traversing database verti ally. These
algorithms use a verti al database format to eÆ iently determine the support of any k itemset by
simply interse ting transa tion-id-lists of the lexi ographi ally rst two (k 1)-length subsets that
share ommon pre x to redu e sear hing spa e. However, their approa h still needs more than
12

Table 1: Experiment on Three Algorithms
Our Initial Spe i ation
An Apriori Algorithm
Our Final Algorithm

total time (se s)
131.2
10.88
0.44

memory ells (mega bytes)
484.1
72.0
2.5

three database s ans [Zak99℄. Comparatively, our algorithm adopts a simpler strategy to redu e
sear hing spa e by organizing the intermediate frequent sets in a tree with spe i
onstraints on
sibling nodes. As a ni e onsequen e, our algorithm requires just a single data base s an.
In fa t, the verti al traversal of database omes naturally from our nal algorithm derived from
the initial straightforward spe i ation where we were not at all on erned with eÆ ien y and
implementation details. If the database is organized transa tion by transa tion, we an prepro ess
the database to t our algorithm by transposing it through a single pass. This prepro essing an
be done in an eÆ ient way even for a huge database saved in external storage (see [Knu97℄). As
su h prepro essing need only be done on e for a given transa tion database, we an easily amortize
its osts over many data mining runs for the dis overy of interesting information/rules.

4.3 EÆ ien y

To see how eÆ ient our algorithm is in pra ti e, we shall not give a formal study of the ost. Su h
a study needs to take a ount of both the distribution as well as the size of data sample. Rather
we use a simple experiment to ompare our algorithm with an existing improved Apriori algorithm
[MT96℄, one of the best algorithms used in the data mining ommunity.
We start by onsidering the ase of a small database whi h an be put in the memory. We
tested three algorithms in Haskell: our initial spe i ation program, the fun tional oding of the
existing improved Apriori algorithm in [HLG+ 99℄, and our nal derived program. Our initial and
nal algorithms an be dire tly oded in Haskell by representing sets using lists.
The input sample data was extra ted from the Ri hard Forsyth's zoologi al database, whi h
is available in the UCI Repository of Ma hine Learning Databases [BM98℄. It ontains 17 obje ts
( orresponding to 17 boolean attributes in the database) and 101 transa tions ( orresponding to 101
instan es). We set the threshold to be 20 (20% of frequen y)2 , and did experiment with Glasgow
Haskell Compiler and its pro ling me hanism. The experimental result is given in Table 1. It shows
that our nal algorithm has been dramati ally improved as ompared to our initial spe i ation,
and that it is also mu h more eÆ ient than the fun tional oding of an existing algorithm (about
20 times faster but using just 1=30 of memory ells). Among other reasons, al ulating frequent
sets by omputing with set interse tion rather than ounting through database traversal seems to
have played an important role here (As it is, the derived algorithm assumes that we have suÆ ient
memory for the tabulation tree.)
More experiments and dis ussion on the omparison between our algorithm and the above
improved Apriori algorithm in fun tional ommunity an be found in [HLG+ 99℄.
What if the database is so huge that only part of database an be read into memory at one
time? Ex ept for the prepro essing of the database to mat h our algorithm (to be done just on e
as dis ussed above), our algorithm an deal with the partitioning of database with an idea that is
similarly used in [ZPOL97b, Zak99℄. If the database has N obje ts (items), our algorithm allows
it to be partitioned into N smaller se tions. We only require that ea h of these se tions be read
into memory, one at a time, whi h poses no problem pra ti ally.

2 We ould set a smaller threshold and our algorithm showed even better timing.
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([],[[1,2,3,4,7],
[1,2,5,6],
[2,9],
[1,2,8],
[5,7]])

([1],[[1,2,3,4,7],([2],[[1,2,3,4,7],
[1,2,5,6],
[1,2,5,6],
[1,2,8]])
[2,9],
[1,2,8]])

([],[1..5])

([5],[[1,2,5,6], ([7],[[1,2,3,4,7],
[5,7]])
[5,7]])

([1],[1,2,4])

([2],[1..4])

([5],[2,5])

([7],[1,5])

([2],[1,2,4])

([1,2],[[1,2,3,4,7],
[1,2,5,6],
[1,2,8]])

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Tree Stru ture for Tabulation

4.4 Parallelism

As shown in [Zak99℄, many sequential data mining algorithms have their orresponding parallel
versions. Similarly, our algorithm an be easily parallelized, as brie y explained below.
Suppose that we have obje ts from 1 to N , and M pro essors of P1 ; : : : ; PM . We an de ompose
the obje ts into M groups, say 1 to N=M , N=M + 1 to 2N=M , . . . , and use Pi to ompute the
tabulation tree for items from (i 1)N=M + 1 to iN=M . Certainty all the pro essors an do this in
parallel. After that, we may propagate information of the single-item frequent sets from pro essor
Pi+1 to Pi for all i, to see whether these single-item frequent sets in Pi+1 ould be merged with
frequent sets omputed in Pi .
Note that this parallel algorithm ould be formally obtained from the sequential program tab
in Figure 1 by parallelization al ulation [HTC98℄, whi h is omitted here.

4.5 Implementation

The derived algorithm an be used pra ti ally to win over the existing algorithms, be ause of
the single traversal of database and mu h less use of the ostly operation for he king of subset
relationship. To be able to ompare our results more onvin ingly with those in data mining eld,
we are mapping the algorithm to a C program and testing it on the popular ben hmark of sample
database. The detailed results will be summarized in another paper. Here, we only highlight one
pra ti al onsideration.
A ru ial aspe t in pra ti al implementation of the derived algorithm is the design of an eÆ ient
data stru ture to represent the tabulation tree to keep memory usage down. In fa t, we an re ne
the urrent stru ture of tabulation tree to use less spa e. Noti e that ea h node of the tabulation
tree is atta hed with a pair (r; vss) where r represents a frequent set, and vss represents all the
visits that ontain r. Naive implementation would take mu h spa e. To be on rete, onsider the
example given in the beginning of Se tion 2. After traversing all obje ts from 1 to 11, we get the
tree (a) in Figure 3. The vss part in ea h node onsumes mu h spa e. In fa t, it is not ne essary
to store the detailed visit ontent in ea h node. Instead, it is suÆ ient to store a list of indi es to
the visits, as shown in tree (b) in Figure 3. Pra ti ally, the number of indi es in ea h node is not
so big ex ept for the root where we use the range notation to represent it heaply, and this would
be ome smaller with ea h step down from parent to its hildren.
There are several other ways to redu e the size of the tabulation tree. (1) In prepro essing phase,
we may sort the obje ts of the database by de reasing frequen y, whi h should allow subrange
notation of indi es to be used in a maximized fashion. (2) If the size of vss is within twi e of the
threshold least at a parti ular node, we may keep negative information at the hildren nodes, as
these lists would be shorter than the threshold. (3) As nodes for 1-itemset take the most memory
and these should be kept o -line in virtual memory and be paged in when required.
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5 Con lusion
In this paper, we have addressed a pra ti al appli ation of program al ulation of fun tional programs by formally deriving a new and eÆ ient algorithm. We have hosen an important subproblem
of nding frequent sets as our target. This problem is of pra ti al interest, and have been extensively resear hed by the data mining ommunity in the last six years. Many resear hers have
devoted mu h time and energy to dis over lever and fast algorithms. By program al ulation of
fun tional programs, we have su essfully obtained a new algorithm that is also pra ti ally fast.
Our derivation of a new frequent set algorithm did not depend on new tri ks. Instead, it is
arried out using a sequen e of standard al ulation te hniques (for optimization) su h as fusion,
a umulation, lter promotion and tabulation. These al ulation te hniques are quite well-known
in the fun tional programming ommunity.
This work is a ontinuation of our e ort to apply al ulational transformation te hniques
[THT98℄ to the development of eÆ ient programs [OHIT97, HITT97, HTC98℄. Our previous work
put emphasis on me hani al implementation of the transformation te hniques, while this paper
shows that this al ulation strategy is also very helpful for guiding programmers/resear hers in
the development of new algorithms. Our derived frequent set algorithm ompares very favorably
with a state-of-the-art algorithm used in pra ti e by the data mining ommunity.
One interesting future work, we believe, is to study how to eÆ iently implement the derived
algorithm in a pra ti al language, say C. This is very important, not only for verifying the algorithm
on pra ti al databases, but also for making the algorithm be really useful. In fa t, mu h engineering
work should be ne essary to bridge the gap between algorithm and implementation.
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